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This project takes form as a web page which provides :microprocessor- related. 
information and news that caters all kinds of users , from novice to expert u ers. h 
site content will include news features, opinion poll i and discussi n b ards, 
This project was proposed in response to the fact that technical site ( uch as 
hardware I software sites) RARELY cater all kind f users, which leaves the u r 
in the dark when it comes to finding/viewing technical information r to find 
information that introduces the user to technical topics that helps them under tand 
the site content better. 
The Online Student Reference & Tutorial of Microprocessor subject project is an 
initiative towards gearing the society to consider and accept e-learning as the norm. 
This project is an online based learning system .concentrating on microprocessor 
related subjects, which will include various audio and visual entitie to allow the user 
a better understanding and grasp of the subject involv d. 
venthough it is designed t uit the requirement and ylla u ver d by the 
Computer Science and Information Technology Faculty f Univer ity Malaya, for 
it's students, it is also adequate t. be u ed by anyone wh wi h to learn th subjc t 
independently. In other words, eventhough the system is created with faculty 
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The Online Student Reference & Tutorial for Microprocessor subject Project is an 
initiative towards gearing the society to consider and accept e-Iearning a the norm. 
This project is an onJine based learning system, concentrating on micropr cc or 
related subjects, which will allow the user a better understanding and gr p of th 
subject involved. 
Eventhough it is designed to suit the requirements and yllabu cover d by the 
Computer Science and Information Technology Faculty of University Malaya, for 
it's students, it is also adequate to be used by anyone who wish to learn the subject 
independently. In other words, eventhough the system i created with faculty 
students in mind, it is stiJI suitable for public consumption. 
1.2 Objectives 
To develop a onlinc learning sy tern that micr pr ce s r related 
topics, which i easily acce sible and u er-friendly. 
To develop a tut rial acce ·ment y, tern that enable the te ting f the u er' 
knowledge and und rstanding 
To fully utili e the advancement in 1 to irnpr ve teaming 










This online learning system was devised to help solve certain persistent and 
sustaining problem relating to the students ability to learn and understand the 
subjects being studied. 
The current lecture system forces learning at slotted times as tatcd in the eta 
schedule. This is very inflexible when it comes to the different times tud nts pr fer 
to do their studi.es. Students often attend lectures with a tired mind. hey prefer to 
learn and improve their knowledge of the subject at a time they like, as different 
students have different studying times. 
The amount of teaching material lecturers use is limited due to Jack of prop r 
multimedia hardware and facilitie in the lecture ro m r hall. c turer flen u e 
presentation slides to teach the student , metime in combination with a ook. 
However, these slide ften contain summaric and sh rt n tati ns f p int , which 
does not allow proper under tanding if the topic is new to the student . This can 
make the students get confu ed and lo e the pace of concentration. Plu , any 
elaboration of p ints i d ne with the a ence of additional material. The u f 
books can help solve the learning pr blem, but it i tatic and not updatcablc with 
additional informati n. 









-allows student to learn anytime he wants 
-improves concentration as students study comfortably 
-can guide to understanding the subject better than 
lecturer's material 
-as a quick and cheap alternative to reference sources 
-enables students to refer to a source of updateable information 
1.4 Scope 
The system is divided into two modules, that is the administrators' module and the 
user's module. 
Administartors module 
This module i specifically for the admini trator f the pr [cct, he adrnini trat r 
module consists of these functions : 
update and m dify site c ntent ace rding t syllabu 
periodically change password f r afety rca n 
manages and edits the database 
a a moderator f r the di cu i n oard 
initiating maintenance f r opinion p lls and tutorial ection 
User's module 









contain subject information for reference 
contain tutorial questions 
offer tips and information that can help user's in exam preparation of any 
microprocessor related courses, if it is relevant, based on exam ubject focus 
discussion boards to enable users to discuss question and submit opinion 
enable the user to send email to the administrator for feedback purp s 
1.5 Target user 
This project concentrates specifically for the needs of students of the Computer 
Science and Information Technology Faculty of University Malaya. However, in 
general, it can be used as reference by the public or IT related tudent . 
1.6 Project Motivation I Expected Outcom 
This project was propo ed in resp n e to the fact that technical site uch a 
hardware I software sites) RARELY cater all kind f user , which leave the users 
in the dark when it comes to finding/viewing technical information or to find 
information that intr duce th u er to technical topic that help them under tand 
the site content better. 
As a result, f expect an outcome of a web ite that upplie information ab ut a 
subject that cater for all kind r u er background a' w ·II a' pr id· tutorial and 









according to the faculty syllabus. I hope it would provide a base of learning that is 
fun and enjoyable as well as giving opportunities to be involved in discussions 
through discussion forums. 
1.7 Project Schedule 
A project schedule gives an estimation of the time frame that will be need d to 
complete individual tasks and tasks in a phase. It can help determine whether a 
project can be finished in time. It distributes the tasks within a time frame to enabl 
the best use of resources. 
This project schedule is planned as a guideline to manage the various ta ks that has 
to be completed within the duration of this project. This schedule ha a secondary 
purpose, that is to imitate the real world environment in which any ta k given must 
be completed within the given duration r ri k undertaking unnecc ary additi nal 
cost or manpower. 
Note: the schedule is just a rough description ft k t be accompli hed. hanges 
in start time I finish time could be made as necessary. 
itcraturc 
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11 Jul 17 Jul 7 d I 8 










System Analysis 18 July 2002 27 July 2002 10 days 
(Methodology) 
System Design 28 July 2002 l August 2002 5 days 
System 2 August 2002 31 December 2002 152 day 
Implementation 
System Testing l January 2003 20 January 2003 20 days 
& Documentaion 
Table 1.1 : Project schedule 
Tasks July Ano Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Fel> 
2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 
i[ntrodnction 
D 
Literature 0 Review 
System D Analysis 
System Desi 11 
[ 
System ·- 
[mp 1 ementation 
System Te. ting 
~ --:::i Documentation 




















Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The chapter is carried out to get a depth of understanding of system requirements , 
current tasks and tools available for development. It is an early re earch about the 
system development .Review is done by examining.comparing, ob erving and 
acquiring the information from articles , books and sources fr m the 1 ntcrn t. 
It's aim is to ensure that the project being developed, is analysed from aspects of 
quality and user requirements. It also helps to obtain useful information and 
knowledge concerning the development and various aspects of system design. 
2.2 Web Applications 
It is should be noted that a web program i a c mbinati n f fi rmatted text, image , 
and graphics, audio or video. H M (Hypertext Markup anguage) code allow the 
creation of basic forms uch a text fields , text areas , radio butt n, pu h button , 
check boxes , and 1 ist boxes. 
In a common application , a brow er i u cd a a univer al client that reque t r a 
web page for the user. The br w er interpret the H M d cument that i re civ d 










The web server receives requests from client browsers through the HTTP protocol. 
The web server , in return , sends the requested document in HTML format to the 
client. The document is sent in HTML format to ensure that the client browser 
understands the document. 
Browsers and Web browsers communicate by using the Hypertc t Transfer Pr t 
(HTTP). World Wide Web was developed using HTTP and the UR Uniform 
Resource Locator). The URL is an addressing scheme that tells browser where to 
go, how to get there, and what to do after they reach the destination. Technically , an 
URL is a form of Universal Resource Identifier (URI) used to access an object using 
existing Internet protocol. 
Six things norma11y happen when you fire up your Web browser and visit a site on 
the World Wide Web: 
I )Your browser first decodes the first part f the VRL and contact the server. 
2)The browser supplie the r rnaindcr f the URL t the server. 
3)The server translates the URL into a path and file name. 
4 )The server sends the document file t th rowser. 
5)The server break the c nnection. 
6)Your browser displays the d cumcnt. 









A server-side language needs to get information from the Web page or the web 
browser, send it to a program that is run on the host's server, and then send the 
information back to the browser. Therefore, an intermediate step must send and 
retrieve information from the server before the results of the program are een in th 
browser. 
This language gives the programmer options that a client-side language doe n t ha , 
such as saving information on the Web server for later use, r using the new 
information to update a Web page and save the updates. 
2.4 Client-side languages 
A client-side language is run through the client being used by the viewer. IN the case 
of JavaScript, the client is a Web browser. Therefore, Java cript is run directly in 
the Web brow er and doesn't need tog thr ugh the extr tep f ending and 
retrieving information from the Web erver. 
With a client-side language, the brow er reads and interpret the code, and the 
results can be given to the viewer with ut getting inf rmati n fr m the erver first. 
This process can make certain ta k run more quickly. 
The client-side lack the ability t r update t file n a We crv 'r lik i a 
server-side language can. I owever, a client-side language can acce special featur 
of a br wser wind w that i n t p ible with a erv r- ide Ian ua •. Ii ·nt- idc 










validation before it is sent to the server-side program or script. The information can 
prevent strain on the Web server by preventing submissions with incorrect or 
incomplete information. This allows data to be sent to the server only once, with the 
correct information, rather than running the program on the already strained crver 
until the information is correct. 
2.5 Review and Analysis on Similar systems 
The review and analysis is done for the following reasons : 
i)To note and take into consideration the various advantages and disadvantages of 
various similar systems available. 
ii)To point out certain disadvantages and improve the weaknes , or u ed as reference 
for future consideration 
iiij'The analysi makes available a platform a a a 1 and ex rnple r the pr ject 
development and for construction of additional impr vement 
2.5.1 Review System 1: 
http://www.x86.org/ - Dr. obb' Mi ropr cessor Res ur cs 
The first thing noticeable ab ut the site is it' rather traight-f rward layout and 
menus. The general red-white ol r cherne i ca y t thee e and it i n 
distracting to the u er. The menu on the left side f the page all w qui 
navigational t the vari u cgment f mi r pr ce ' r arti I and inf rmuti n n 










background providing depth. In the main page , each article has respected links. In 
terms of accessibility and navigation, the site is well made. User friendliness is rated 
high in this site as the links are straightforward, well tabled and not complex. 
The page did not take a long time to download (for 33.6 kbps speed a th r i onl 
several images involved. The total file size is below 50KB, which is the limit 
recommended by web professionals. 
The layout of the article segments is reminescent of a magazine cover, where certain 
quotes I a clip of information concerning the article is used to get the user's attention. 
As such , the understanding of the content in the site can be well gra ped by the u er 
of this site. The content caters for most types of proce or and includes the technical 
manual of featured micr processors. 
They are certain drawback : 
i) The content caters for those who are m dcrately inform d ab ut the 
microprocessor mechanic , concepts and term . lt D N cater for user who 
are beginner in term f micr pr es r kn wledge r u er who haven 
knowledge relating to micropr ce r 
ii) It does not contain a ection I c mer de cri ing the term u cd in the arti l •. It 
should be noted that the article can get very technical. 
iii) he site ha n area in whi ht di cu 
u. er I urf r a er reading tho arti 1 · · . 









2.5.2 Review System 2: 
http://www.cpu-central.com/ - Click-On-CPU 
The straight-forward layout and menus is also existent here. The general whitc-blu - 
black color scheme is easy to the eyes and it is not di tracting to the u er. Ther 
seems to be no general menu, each menu has links to featured and pecific secti ns, 
like articles, forums, and polls. There is a image links on the top of the page, 
providing links to major parts of the site. In the main page, each latest article 
featured has respected links, and has it's section tagged (e.g. Hardware,Software). In 
terms of accessibility and navigation, the site is well made eventhough it is tabled . 
The page did take a substantial time to d wnl ad (for 33. k p pc d . The main 
HTML file size is more than 77KB, not including the image inv lved. 
The layout of the article segments is exten ivcly tabled, where segments of the 
site(articles,poll,forums,etc) are c lumned in either left secti n, or the right secti n. 
The middle accomodates the latest and important article . The u er ne d orne tim 
to get used to the navigati n and layout f the ite. 
The content not all cater microprocessor subjects, but hardware and oftware i sue 










They are certain drawbacks : 
i)The site is not meant for beginners/ users who are new to micropr ce or . It at r 
serious computer enthusiasts I computer overclockers. 
2.6 Synthesis of a new system 
After considering the analysis above , it is concluded that a new system should be 
built rather than modifying and improving the existing ones. 
These factors are considered for the new system : 
Web based system 
The new system should be a web based y tern a it would all w ea y u er acce , 
anywhere , anytime. It is also easier to develop , and would allow any updates, news 
and announcements to be available to users in a quick and detailed manner. 
Using database 
A database would be used to keep t re f re ords of tudent wh acce and u e the 
tutorial section. Their score and acce detail w uld kept for statistic , evaluation 










Proper image presentation and layout can enhance the user's surfing experience in 
the site. Such impact can be used to help users to better grasp and understand the 
content of the site. 
Page not crowded 
The page should NOT have a crowded look, in which a lot of text and images ar 
scattered around the page and sometimes grouped in a way that take con iderable 
effort to read and understand. The considerable effort might discourage the us r to 
view the page and encourages the user to exit web site. 
Proper layout 
The layout should make the user feel easy to visit the site. Proper layout in use with 
coordinated color mood and text ize and type can make the it attractive t the 
eye. It can also improve the look and repre entation f the c ntent and invite the 
user to explore the site further. 
Error prevention 
rrors in terms of spelling, c ding and dead link h uld be prevent d a 
i)spelling mistakes could misinf rm the u er f wr ng information 
ii)wrong coding could affect the layout and re re entati n f c ntcnt 










Menus such as navigational menus and option menus are necessary to help the user 
explore the intended pages with a click of a button, and to help the user acquire the 
required information faster, thus saving precious time. 
2.7 Consideration of System Development Tools 
The following are choices of tools that are reviewed so proper tools can be cho n t. 
develop the system : 
2.7.1 Operating System 
Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000® Server is the multipurpose network operating ystem for businesses 
of all sizes. Windows 2000 Server lets you share files and printers reliably and 
securely. It also always developers t build Web application and c nnect to the 
Internet. One of the application that come with thi perating ystem i TT 5.0 
(Internet Information System), which is a multitasking server software that upp rts 
Web server, mail server, FTP server and NNTP news server configurations. 
Linux 
Linux is free operating ystem in which it can be u ed on aim tan computer.In 
other words, it requires minimal hardware requirements which make it u a le 
many computer t day. It i s nctwork-friendl ~ it upports major n tw rk prot col 










very famous for it's above-average multitasking capabilities. Linux is an open source 
software, which makes it customisable and programmable by programmers and 
developers. 
It is reliable as it is very stable and does not need regular reboot. It is backward - 
compatible in terms of hardware, so any old hardware is no problem for Linux. 
2. 7 .2 Web Server 
Personal Web Server 
It's features are very similar to Microsoft's Internet Information Server, but it is 
more geared for small scale Web application. It supports ASP scripting, Javascript 
and CGI. 
Microsoft Internet Information erver 5.0 
Microsoft Internet Information Server (II ) i a web erver pr gramme which can 
host and manage Web sites, implement business application and publi h inf rmation 
across the Internet or an corporate intranet. Dynamic and cu tomisable web pages 
can be implemented with help of A P file , which can accompli h ta k that would 
require frequent updating and maintenance. 
It has u er logging fa ilitic f r ch eking u er u age, ite vi itati n and tati tical 
tasks. Administration and configuration tool arc a ailable f ran we site 









ITS provides a integrated server solution, rather than a stand-alone Web server, to 
provide all the services required in businesses. It has built-in Web functions that 
provide high level of performance, security, manageability and ease-of-use. II 5.0 
is designed to meet needs of various organizations, from small corporate workgr up 
on an intranet to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that host high-volume W b it . 
It's benefit includes : 
i)Complete Windows NT integration. 
ii)Easy publishing 
iii)Easy indexing 
iv)Easy development of components and applications using existing programming 
and scripting languages. 
v )Easy management 
vi)BackOffice integration 
Apache Web erver 
The Apache Project is a collaborative softwar development effort aimed at 
creating a robust, commercial-grade, featureful, and freely-available source 
code implementation of an H P(Web)serv r. hepr ject i j intly 
managed by a group of volunteer located around the world, using the 
Internet and the Web to c mrnunicate, plan, and devel p the ervcr and it 
related documentati n. he c v lunteer arc known a the A 
addition, hundred u er ha e c ntributed idea , c de, and do urnentati n 
to the pr ject. Thi file i intended t ricfl des .ri 










2.7.3 Web Database 
Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a pretty versatile product. It can be u ed as a database r 
application development tool. The key feature that sets it apart i it's ea c fuse. It i 
a straightforward database creation tool compare to other databases uch as 2 and 
SQL Server. Developing applications with Access is even simpler than th similar 
applications with Visual BASIC. Microsoft Access 2000 has many wizard and 
intuitive tools to help create both databases and applications. 
Microsoft Access 2000 offers many different types of Access databases. These types 
of databases can be categorized by their file extensions. These extension can be 
made of .MDB , .MDE , .ADE, and .ADP extensions. 
Traditional Access databases which ha .MDB exten ions can contain data (in ta les 
and queries) and a frontend application in the f rm of form , report , VBA code). 
Such files can contain links to other databa c . 
There is a relationship betwe n Ac es file type and the way Acces can be u d. 
There are 3 of them : 
i)Access 2000 can be u ed a a imple databa e. A single M B created ontain th 
databa e . ther t I Vi ual A I , Mier fl W rd, Mi r on •, · I an be u ·cd 









ii) Microsoft Access 2000 can be used as a programming tool. The Access 
application is contained in a single ADP format file and the database is located 
outside Access. 
iii) Microsoft Access 2000 can be used as a programming t I and a imple databa . 
Database and application may be contained inside a single MDB file r many MDB 
files or a file in combination with another external database. 
According to the statistics, between 70% and 80% of the applications built now, 
save data in some form of database. Big enterprises applications use databases like 
SQL Server or Oracle. Such databases a1low large number of users to access large 
number of informati n in a quick manner. mall de kt p applicati n do not need 
the overhead and the complexity of large databa es. 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a PC-based relational databa e. 
Description of term are a ti II w 
Database - a storage place for data. It ha to use me f rm f logical con tru l to 









Relational Table - It is a matrix of row and column intersections where each 
intersection contains a specific piece of data. Each column represents a specific 
characteristic of the main table. 
Relational database - Such databases uses the concept of table to organize the data 
in a database. Each table usually has some way to relate to other tables. abl u 
completely independent but can easily connect data between tables. · ala i tor d 
within tables as records (rows) and fields (columns). 
Structured Query Language (SQL)- It is a powerful query language that can retrieve 
collections of related data from relational databases. SQL uses a relatively ea y 
syntax to retrieve data while hiding the underlying complex details f the retrieval 
process. 
Data Integrity-The process of making sure the stored data is reliable and accurate. 
This can be done using key , table relationship and field constraints. 
Relationships allow association fa c lumn or c lumn in a table with a c lumn r 
columns in another table f r example, a B ok table with an Auth r table . Thi 
allows data entered in ne table c lumn has a related record f data in an ther table 
(a book entry should have a c rresp nding author entry in another ta le . In the 
example stated , if relati nship between tables do n t exi t ab k entry can e 











Microsoft Access can also create stored SQL queries. Access queries are compiled 
SQL statements that can be used to retrieve , update or delete specific records that 
match a user's need. Queries in Access are created using S 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
SQL Server 2000 is a fully Web-enabled database product, providing cor support 
for Extensible Markup Language (XML) and the ability to query across the Internet 
and beyond the firewall. 
SQL Server 2000 provides extensive database programming capabilitie built on 
Web standards. Rich XML and Internet standard support give you the ability to store 
and retrieve data in XML f rmat easily with built-in tored r cedure . 
It alJows easy access t data through the Web. It ha integrated and extcn ible 
analysis services to analyze the data for businc purpo e . uick devel pment, 
debugging, and data transformation i available to make sure error-free and optimum 
operation, for good re ult .It' easy and simplified management and tuning all w 










2.7.4 Web Application Programming Technology 
Active Server Page 
Active Server Pages is a technology for the creation of dynamic content of Web 
Pages. It enables the use of script codes (usually VBScript) t achieve content that 
changes to the user's interaction with the forms and inputs in a page. It i the main 
standard for dynamic data and content representation. 
Active Server Pages involves mixing VBScript codes into ordinary HTML tags. 
These tags describe content in the usual static way, while VBScript controls the flow 
of execution through the tags. This approach has a few problem : 
-VBScript is used mainly in Web pages, so VB cript ha limited reach and 
applicability. 
-ASP uses Microsoft's proprietary COM object technology. Whiles me porting to 
other platforms has been done, ASP i designed to run mainly on Micros ft 
Windows server . 
-It is a scripting language, s a VB cript document i interpret d when the 
document is requested, and follows the instruction it find n the page. Thi on-the- 
fly interpretati n fa plain text d cument can be ostl and tim 











Common Gateway Interface 
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a standard for interfacing external 
applications with information servers, such as HTTP or Web servers. A plain H ML 
document that the Web daemon retrieves is static, which means it exists in a 
constant state: a text file that doesn't change. A CGI program, on the other hand is 
executed in real-time, so that it can output dynamic information. 
It allows web servers to execute other programs and incorporate their output into text 
, graphics and audio sent to the browser. The server and the CGI program work 
together to enhance and customize the World Wide Web's capabilities. By providing 
a standard interface, the C I specification Jet developer use a wide variety f 
programming tool. CGI programs does the pr cessing behind processing forms, 
looking up record in a database , sending email , building on-the-fly page counter , 
and dozens of other activities. Other wise, without 1, web servers ar nly capable 
to provide static documents and links to ther pages/ ervers. With C I, it bee mes 
interactive, interactive, informative, and u ful. 
A CGI program can read and write data file and produce different result ach tim 
you run it (a Web server can only read them . A ample J pr gram, a page 
counter, work by ac uiring the pre iou ount from information tored n the erver 










every time the counter is called. The server sends the graphics or text data back to the 
browser. 
CGI is the oldest, most firmly entrenched technology for creating dynamic Web 
pages. With CGI, the server responds to the user's request by running an ordinary 
computer program. CGI programs are typically written in a language called P ... RL 
but other programming languages can be used as well. It is a scripting language, a 
language that is never compiled. These programs remain in an editable text format. 
Java Server Pages 
Java Server Page (JSP) is a technology for controlling the content or appearance of 
Web pages through the use of servlets, small programs that are specified in the Web 
page and run on the Web server to modify the Web page b f re it i ent t th u er 
who requested it. JSP is comparable to Micro ft' Active erver Page (A P) 
technology. Wherea a Java Server Page calls a Java program that i executed by the 
Web server, an Active Server Page contains a script that is interpreted by a cript 
interpreter (such as VB cript or JScript) before the pag is ent to the user. 
JavaServer Pages mix ITML tag with programming language c des and the c 
codes help a computer decide what to do n xt. J P i a server- ide technol gy , a 
JSP document can share data among the u er acces databa e , and do all ther 
things that require ervcr intervention . .I P take full ad anta !'the JAVA 










collection of APis (Application Programming Interfaces), unlike VBScript, which is 
used in ASP documents. These API packages encompasses a variety of applications , 
including databases, electronic commerce, accessibility, security, graphics, email, 
transaction processing , and many others. It is not a scripting language o a J P 
document does not get fully reinterpreted with every user visit. Like Java, a .J P 
document gets compiled into JAVA bytecode - a binary format with fast, c 1 i nt 
run-time capabilities that can run on any platform that has the Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) module installed. It means it follows the 'compile once, run anywhere" 
principle, at which a JSP is compiled into bytecode and can be run on any platform. 
JSPs also do not rely on COM objects, unlike ASP. 
2.7.5 Web Programming Language/Scripting Language 
Hypertext Markup Languag (HTML) and nami HTML and 'as ·adin 7 t ling 
heet (I V 
HTML is necessary as it is the cripting language t define the layout and content 
definition on the Web Page. It is u ed to mark the layout location of text and images 
in the web page. TML i a e ten ion of HTM in which irnpr ved and new tag 
are added for dynamic page creati n. is part of the HTML pecificati n. 
Cascading Styling Sheets 
(W3 ) for style sheet apa 
- a standard I the W rid Wide Web on ortium 
indi ating pre entati n f rmats font' , font rizc , 










incorporate style statements using HTML 4.0's style statement tag, a separate style 
are using the STYLE element within the document's HEAD element or as a 
completely different separate text file. The term 'cascading' tends to refer to 
overriding external style sheets with style definitions in the A and tyle 
statements in a HTML element. 
Javascript 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language from Netscape 
Communications. It is somewhat similar in capability to Microsoft' Visual Basic, 
Sun's Tel, the UNIX-derived Perl, and IBM's REX. In general, cript languages are 
easier and faster to code in than the more structured and compiled languages uch as 
C and +. cript languages generally take longer t pr ce than c mpiled 
languages, but are very useful for shorter programs. 
It is an object-based, client-side scripting language for dynami Web publi hing that 
enables Web authors to embed simple Java-like programming instructi ns within 
ITML text of their webpage . It la k werful inheritanc apabilitie f Java, a 
it is a simple scripting language. It i an interpreted language that execute slower 
than Java (which is a hybrid c mpiled I int rpreted language) and required it wn 









Object based means JavaScript uses items called objects. Client side means that 
JavaScript runs in the client (software) that the viewer is using, not on the Web 
server of the site serving the page. The client is usualJy a web browser. 
The term scripting language means that it doesn't require a program to be compil d 
before it is run, as the interpretation is done on the fly by the client. 
With JS, a Web server just sends a pre-written document to the us r's browser. Then, 
the browser takes over. If the document contains JavaScript statements, the brows r 
reads the statements, interprets them, and renders a display in the user's window 
according to the wishes expressed in the JavaScript code. So, the burden of creating 
dynamic content rests on the user's Web browser. This is fine for making quick, 
lightweight changes to a page, but to query a database or even count hits to a Web 
site, some server-side involvement i necessary. 
JavaScript is u ed in Web site development to d such things a : 
i)Automatically change a formatted date on a Web page 
ii)Cause a linked-to pag to app ar in a popup window 
iii)Cause text or a graphic image t change during a mouse roll ver 
JavaScript uses some of the same ideas found in Java, the c mpiled bject-oriented 
programming derived fr m . Java cript de an be imbedd "din HTM page · 










server as in Microsoft's Active Server Pages before the page is sent to the requestor. 
Both Microsoft and Netscape browsers support JavaScript, but sometimes in slightly 
different ways. 
ActiveX controls 
ActiveX controls is a loosely defined set of technologies developed by Micro ft. 
ActiveX is an outgrowth of two other Microsoft technologies called LE (Obj t 
Linking and Embedding) and OM (I omponent Object Model). As a moniker, 
ActiveX can be very confusing because it applies to a whole set of C M-based 
technologies. Most people, however, think only of ActiveX controls, which represent 
a specific way of implementing ActiveX technologies. 
Visual Basi ript (VB cript) 
VBScript is an interpreted script language from Microsoft. that is a ubset of its 
Visual Basic programming language designed f r interprctati n by Web br wser . 
VBScript can be compared to ther script languag s that can be u ed on the Web, 
including: 
Netscape's Java cript 
Sun Microsystern's Tel 
The UNIX-deri ed P rl 









In general, script languages are easier and faster to code in than the more structured, 
compiled languages such as C and C++ and are ideal for smaller program of limited 
capability or that can reuse and tie together existing compiled program . 
VBScript is Microsoft's answer to Netscape's popular JavaScript. B th are designed 
to work with an interpreter that comes with a Web browser - that is, at the user or 
client end of the Web client/server session. VBScript is designed for use with 
Microsoft's Internet Explorer browser together with other programming that can be 
run at the client, including ActiveX controls, automation servers, and Java applets. 
Although Microsoft does support Netscape's JavaScript (it converts it into its own 
JScript), Netscape does not support VBScript. or this reason, YBScript is best used 
for intranet Web sites that use the Internet xplorer brow er nly. 
2.7.6 Multimedia reation 
Macromedia F1a h 
This product is known as the solution for developing rich Internet content and 
application. The envir nment it pr vidc in lude powerful vide , multimedia, and 
application development feature which all w designer and developer t create 










It gives the developer tools like interactive streaming video, animation, audio, vector 
graphics, and bitmap graphics to create high-impact user interfaces, product tours, 
rich media advertising and application. 
Adobe Photoshop 
Photoshop is a very highly recommended and powerful image editing s ftwarc. Tt i 
also the leading image editor around. It contains a variety of powerful and u cful 
image manipulation and enhancement tools. It can be used for image and image- 
oriented content creation , without sacrifing the quality of the output. 
Swish 
This is a programme that always you to create Flash presentation, wihout u ing Flash 
. It contains sets of tools, which are easy to use and user-friendly, which helps the 
developer to create Flash content, wihtout the involvement f Macr media lash 
programme, It is useful for creation of la h c ntent on the fly. 
2.7.7 Web Application Development Tools 
Notepad 
This nifty text editor wa once c rnrnonly u ed t manual write the HTM c de int 
the web page. It doe n t provide any to Is or integrated development envir nment 










Microsoft FrontPage 2000 
FrontPage version 2002 delivers a complete tool that enables powerful web site 
creation, precise and flexible web site management, and the ability for web experts to 
import, edit, and format HTML the way they want-all with a user-friendly interfac 
that Microsoft Office users are familiar with. It offers an LO for intermediate Web 
developers. 
FrontPage is also a WYSIWYG HTML editor which has an user interface similar to 
the Microsoft Office 2000 applications. It supports file format conversion t and 
from Microsoft Office formats and HTML, uniform table commands, uniform layout 
commands , and creation of HTML forms. 
Microsoft Visual Interdev 
Visual Interdev provide a a more visual approach to the web de ign arena. It is a 
WYSIWYG HTML I ASP editor or scriptor which has program support and end-to- 
end debugging. It wa designed to ace mm date pr f ssi nal web de igner in the 
design of enterprise level database-driven web sites, unlike other ditor which is 
more to authoring medium to small scale web project . lt has extensive upport ·fi r 
development teams , from devel pment group t individual ta k . It has databa e 
wizards that help in the er ati n and m difications of databases. lt al o ha support 









It offers an IDE for serious Web developers. It allows you complete control over 
code and design. It has extensive visual editing tools, and tools to develop HTM , 
XHTML, XML, ASP, ASP.NET, JSP, PHP, and Macromcdia old 1usion wcbsit 
It has libraries of code to create database insertion and update forms, record ct 
navigation pages, and user authentication pages. Features like code hints, tag edit r 
extensible color coding, tag choosers, snippets, and code validation improves the 
developers ability to complete the coding at a much quicker tim . Dreamweaver i 
one of the best WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) web page editing tools 
available in the market. [t helps create and edit tables and frames, create DHTML 
pages, and with CSS , layers and JavaScript support. It has a built-in FTP client to 
allow transfer of HTML files to the FTP server holding your web page . 
2.8 Client/User Application 
The user has to have these applicati ns in order t acccs the project ite 
-Internet connection 
-Javascript capable brow er (Internet xplorer, Net cap , pera, etc) 



















Chapter 3 : Methodology I System Analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
The system analysis phase is required to identify the functional requirement and the 
non-functional requirement of the system. It also involves the identification of t]1e 
hardware and software requirements of the system and the users inv lvcd that is 
necessary to support the functions of the system. nee it is all idcntifi d , a. sy tern 
can be created which follows the user-oriented description and functions of the 
system. 
This phase is necessary as it allows careful planning for project development process 
and involves the process of determining the project life cycle. This phase helps avoid 
problems like schedule slippage, cost overruns , and poor quality of product. 
3.2 Information gathering methods 
Several methods of informati n gathering has been used in the pr ce s f analy i 
i) Internet surfing 
Jt is a fast and effective way to c llect inf rmati n about certain topic and 
information. Thi usually d ne u ing earch engine which all w earching based n 
key words or the presence of the keyword in web page . uch methods all w acce 
to websites which contain useful information. lt help t determine any impro ernent 
that can be made in thi projc ta m project i w .b-ba .d. Th Intern t i · also a 










This method involves looking through any printed material that is related to my 
project. This includes magazines, technical books, reference book , and even 
journals. 
All the material used are referenced in the reference section of this report. 
iii) observation 
It is a useful approach as it allows to make deductions about certain aspect of 
information. As it is known, the Web is steadily becoming a part of everyday life. 
There are people who are IT-literate, yet these people are a small nwnber. Surfers 
may spend time on the Internet but may not find the information they need. 
Alternatively , this project proposes as a complete solution for microprocessor 
information. 
iv) discussion 
Discussions with fellow colleagues helped me finalize certain misconceptions and 
misinformation about the project development cycle. They al o gave inf rmati n on 
possible sources of good infonnati n. 
v) examples 
xample codes and tutorials from the Internet and other electronic and printed media 










actively used for the implementation phase , as information from such sources would 
be created or integrated into the modules. 
3.3 Software/Application Development Life cycle 
The software development process should be modeled for the following reasons: 
i) It creates an understanding of the development processes involv d a a 
whole and as separate phases 
ii) To detect inconsistencies, redundancies, and omissions in the 
development process of the application involved 
iii) To evaluate and deduce the proper activities and tasks necessary to 
achieve the process targets 
The model chosen is the waterfall model with the prototype. This model was chosen 
because: 
i) It allows the develop d prototy e to be revised if there i any addition or 
subtraction of feature r requirement. rt al o allow for any m dification 
if additional component or enhancements i to be added. 
ii) Prototype testing can be done to verify whether it fulfills the 
requirement . Pr totyping i a pr duct that i c nstructed partially t e 
tested whether it fulfill the sugge ted system requirements r to find out 
any code omission and initiates an err r-free execution. Thi nc essary 
for the sections of discussion board , opini n poll and tutorial wh re the 
coding need t be e, erirnented and refined. N cc a corre lion· can 

























M e.intene.nc e 
Figure 3.1: Waterfall model with prototype 












v)Unit and integration testing 
vi)System testing 
vii)Acceptance testing 
viii)Operation & maintenance 
The evaluation step is necessary to make sure that the system fulfills all the 
requirements. The confirmation step is necessary to make sure all functions run 
smoothly. 
3.4 Project Development Process 
Planning this process requires several considerations , such a : 
i)defining a system life cycle model 
ii)establishing a preliminary schedule 
iii)establishing a development process method 
3.5 Project Life Cycle 
In the process of ensuring that the application development is done carefully, everal 
steps are taken. These steps can be grouped , and the gr uping would be called the 
project life cycle. The number of tep may change ace rding to the proje t 









These steps allow plans for each section of work to be done. If the goals set for a 




Figure 3.2: Project Life Cycle 
i)Design 
The design part involves deciding what the application wiJl do. This involves the 
user functional requirements and non-functional requirements. After that is set, the 
next phases should be easy as it is done based on the requirements stated previously. 
However, the design section can be considered as a cycle by it's own right, as it is 
consisted of several steps in itself 
The design is consisted of design de cription, functional description , technical 










Scripting languages such as HTML (with DHTML, CSS), ASP, VBScript, and 
JavaScript will be used in the coding phase. This phase is the part where code 
programming of the application is done. All the code placed in the web pages will be 
written according to priority and tag placement. The modules will be coded and 
combined for the system and integration testing in the testing phase. 
iii)Testing 
The testing phase is the phase where the process of testing the code will be done to 
check whether the modules work individually and in integration, and to fix and 
debug any code that is causing any error. The types of testing are : 
a) Unit testing- involves testing individual modules or section of code. In the case of 
this project, a good example is testing whether the posting a new discussion topic 
section is functioning or not. 





This phase involves creating a sort f help system for the application that hould 










users would want to refer to them if they encounter any problem about the system. It 
would be helpful if there was a section dedicated to user problem-solving needs. The 
documentation can either come in printed form or in an electronic form such as a 
Word document or a web page. 
3.6 Functional Requirement 
Reference section : 
View and browse content 
The users of the site must be able to view the content using a browser and minimal 
external plugin. The user must be able to read the text with comfort. Content must be 
created in a viewable format which eases the reading experience. Browsing should be 
possible via links and navigational menus. 
Search capability 
The users must be able to make searches for certain phrases , terms or content that is 
related to the microprocesor. The search should view the search result, to give the 
user the ability to choose the relevant page. 
Discussion forum 
The forum should enable users to read discussion material, reply to mes ages, and 











User would be able to give poll input based on poll topic, to gauge the user's 
majority opinion concerning poll topic. 
Links of related websites 
A list of related links should be made available to enable users to explore further the 
topic of microprocessor through other web sites. 
User website opinion 
This feature allows user feedback , which would enable the webmaster to refine and 
improve the website. 
Help section 
This feature will include the documentation and the user manuals that is neccessary 
for users who need help navigating the site. 
Tutorial section : 
Able to test knowledge through tutorials 
The tutorial section wiJI provide users a testbed for their knowledge and 
understanding of the subject. It will provide questions to test the knowledge of the 










Grading and answers 
The users who used the tutorials would be given grades to enable the users to 
evaluate their performance. Answers to the questions will also be given. 
Registration for tutorials 
The site should allow registration to users who are not registered. 
User verification 
A login/log-out section should be implemented to allow registered users to enter the 
tutorial section. A database would keep the relevant information. 
3.7 Non-Functional Requirements 
These requirements represent the essential definitions of the system properties and 
constraints under which a system must operate. It is also important , and goes in 
accordance with the functional requirements of the system. 
Userfriendliness 
The term user-friendly in the project refers to the degree of understandability of the 
user to the system. High degree of user-friendliness can be achieved by following 
certain rules : 
- making the user interface easily understandable 
consistency in term of creen de ign and error message di played will all w 









Allowing accommodation of any level of user by clearly stating user interface 
attributes and actions 
Appropriate error handling with associated error messages 
Reducing the amount of memorization of events or commands by the user 
Correctness 
Refers to the extent of which a program satisfies it's specifications fulfills the stated 
requirements of the system. 
Efficiency 
In computer terms, efficiency is measured when a process or a procedure can be 
called or accessed in unlimited number of times to produce similar outcomes or 
output at a creditable pace or speed. It also refers to it's ability to accomplish it's 
objectives. 
Effectiveness 
In computer terms, it refers to the ability to use minimum resources to achieve it's 
objective. 
Modularity 
It is critical to good program design. Modules are working of the system that are 
broken down. This is to allow distinct functions to be isolated. Such isolation allows 
easier testing and maintenance a it helps isolate and identify error when they occur. 











It is important to make the system accessible to a wide community of users. The 
system should be accessible anywhere as long as there is Internet access. 
Maintainability 
It is defined qualitatively as the ease with which software can be understood, 
corrected , adapted and enhanced. 
Expandability 
Defined as the degree of which architecture , data or procedure design can be 
extended and enhanced. 
Reliable, accurate and robust 
The system should be able to perform search functions accurately as requested by the 
user and must be able to eliminate duplicate records (The system must be able to 
maintain accurate database). The system should be reliable, that it should not 
produce dangerous, life-threatening, or costly failures when it is being used. 
Robustness is defined as the quality that cause a system to be able to handle or avoid 











The system should able to authenticate and authorize valid or registered users. The 
authorized users should only read and have access to data related to the user only. As 
such, users are able to perform actions based on level of user's authority. 
3.8 Programming/scripting language 
The programming language is considered after understanding the non-functional and 
functional requirements. 
The choice of programming/scripting language should be influenced by these 
criterias: 
-A web-based scripting/programming language 
-The language involved must be able to support database communications 
-A server-side and client-side programming language 
-A dynamic programming I scripting language to create non-static web page 
-A programming/scripting language that supports ease of user interface construction, 
as end user interaction with the system is frequent 
In the end, ASP, JavaScript, VBScript, HTML, DHTML, and CS are cho en to 










3.9 Advantages of ASP 
Active Server pages allows the power of a real computer language in a webpage. It 
enables programming codes alongside HTML codes. This is easier for the 
programmer/developer as updating a web site just involves editing the code using a 
HTML editor, making the changes to the codes, and save it. Since the ASP codes and 
the HTML script tags are mixed together, it is easier to create interactive web ites 
and for future updating and maintenance purposes. 
3.10 Software Requirements 
Server requirements 
The server has to have various supporting software installed, like : 
Feature Description 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server network operating system 
Microsoft Internet Information Server web server service to interpret ASP 
codes 
Microsoft Internet Explorer or Netscape Web browser to view output or to test the 
Communicator output 
Microsoft Access Web server for database to perform 
record keeping functions 
Client requirements 
The client system requires a brow er in their sy tem. A browser allows the u er to 









generally views the HTML files, but is also capable of accessing FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol) sites. 
3.11 Hardware Requirements 
Server requirements 
i)A Pentium III system 
ii)64MB of RAM memory or more 
iii)network interface card that connected to the network and the Internet 
iv)Other necessary peripherals 
Client requirements (minimal) 
i)A Pentium I system 
i1)32MB of RAM memory or more 
iii)network connection through existing network configuration or modem that has 
access to the Internet 
iv)Other necessary peripherals 
3.12 Tools used 
After the review of the tools above , the choice is made: 
Windows 2000 Server 
It is more user-friendly. straight-forward option and had ex erience in dealing with 










Microsoft Internet Information Server 5.0 I Personal Web Server 
It is more familiar as I had several months of experience using this product, and it is 
easily configurable. It is required to host the project I am designing. However, The 
Personal Web Server can also be used as the web server as it's functions are similar 
to IIS , and very much configurable. 
Microsoft Visual Interdev 6.0 
Used for ASP code resource 
Microsoft Access 2000 
It will be used to provide the database necessary for my project. 
Active Server Pages 
VB Script 
Javascript 
This scripting language will be used to enhance the navigation and the content of my 
project. 
Flash 
This programme will be used to create and produce the multimedia elements 




This programme is necessary for all my image editing needs 




















Chapter 4 : System Design 
4.1 Introduction 
System Design is the creative process of changing the problem into a solution. There 
can be many ways to implement designs , given specific requirements. For example, 
there many ways to implement graphical user interface designs for a website, using 
imagemaps, navigational menus or text as hyperlinks and interacive elements. 
Problems are defined from the requirements given, and solutions are considered to 
solve the problem if it satisfies the requirements in the specification. 
4.2 Segmentation - User Interface Layout 
The following shows the segmentation of the main page according to the material 
and requirement of the project. The segmentation shows how roughly the main page 
will be divided. The navigational menu (nav menu) is on the segment below the main 
title segrnent . 
User interface is important to web sites as it is the mechanism in which the user 










Featured articles give attention to articles that might appeal to majority visitors , who 
might find the article an appealing read. 
The other segments are : 
i)Website logo and title image in title segment 
The project logo will be located here. This segments might contain header related 
information or any information that relates to the introduction to this website. 
ii)Discussion board related information 
This area will exhibit hot discussion topics and links to enter to that specific topic or 
the discussion board 
iii)Opinion polls 
Provides poJl question, choice and links for poll input and result generation. 
iv)Navigation bar 
Provides all the links to the website main sections. 
v)Featured articles 










Segmentation of project main page 
(User interface design mapping) 
'·' 
Title related Information (Website logo1 tltle Image ) 
Discussion board & 
opinion poll information 
Ha11igation bar (contains na11igatlonal l nl(s to site content) 
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Discussion board f'eutured articles 
Older processors 
Pentium 4 2Ghz Review Latest topics: 
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I admit that I wish Intel had not changed to Socket 478 from 
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more impressive when I compared the size of the processor 
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Figure 4. 1 b : Main page of project (index.htm) 
The navigation bar contains all the links to the sections of the web project (reference, 
tutorial, information & news, discussion board, opinion poll, etc). This bar would 
used in most of the pages in the project as it provides navigational flexibility to the 
user. Text links would also be included at the footer of most pages for better 
navigational interface to the user. 
The user manual can be referred to view the user interface on other pages, which is 









4.3 Hierarchy charts 
Hierarchy charts are used to divide and show the modules that will be developed to 
be integrated and used in the project.The higher level (tree) modules are the parent( ) 
and the lower modules are the child modules [Gelinas, 1990]. 
The following diagrams are: 
Figure 4.2 : Hierarchy chart of project (general) 
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Hierarchy chart for the project system in 
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Search See.rch 
Discussion Board 
Feed be.ck Help 
Links 
Siteme.p 
Figure 4.3 : Hierarchy chart of project (user interface) 
4.4 Data Flow Diagrams 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
DFD are diagrams that help represent the processes in the system in a more graphical 
manner. It shows the data processes and flows in an easy and understandable manner. 
It's function is to give a more detailed analysis of the processes in the system. It's 
emphasizes on the logic of the data flows in the system. 
This diagram is good news to users as it spares the user from cornmiting to technical 
implementation in the early stages of the system development. It provides a deeper 









modules of the system. It reduces the chance of redundancies in the system 
implementation, which saves project cost and time . 
In these diagrams, four symbols are used to depict data processes and flows: 
D - entity - 
- process - 1.0 
Reply to 
message 
- data store - 11 user profile 
11 
- data flow - 
Figure 4.4 : Four symbols in the Data Flow diagrams 
The data flow diagram does the following: 
i)graphically charaterises data processes and flows 
ii)emphasises the logic in the system 
iii)conceptualises how data flows and function within the system proce ses, the input 
and output as well as the transformation the data undergoes 










The following diagrams are : 
Diagram 4 : The data flow and processes in the reference section 
Diagram 5 : The data flow and processes in the tutorial section 
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Figure 4.5 : The data flow and processes in the reference section 
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Figure 4.6 : The data flow and processes in the tutorial section 
4.5 Database Design 
There are three databases that will be used in the project. These database are created 










Each tables in the database contains fields that hold information. Fields are the basic 
unit that stores information in the database. 
The tutorial information database (tutorl.mdb) will contain multiple tables. nc of 
them keeps all the records of the registered user. This records include name, matrics 
no., email address, marks for each tutorial, and so on. Another table keeps the details 
of the administrator login and password. The other tables contains fields that keeps 
records of the tutorials ,like questions, answers, etc. 
The forum database (forum.mdb) will contain three tables . The first table will 
contain information concerning the various topics of the discussion forum, while the 
second table will contain individual messages of the respondents. The last table 
contains administrator login and password. 
The polling database (poll.mdb) contains 4 tables. One of the tabl.e contains layout 
and font settings for the poll. Another one contains the poll questions. 
4.5.1 The tutorial information database (tutorl.mdb) 










This table keeps the relevant records of the registered users. It has 18 fields. This 
information will be involved in registration of new members and validation of user's 
login name and passwords. For login, the matrics number will be used as the 
usemame entry as it spares the user from remembering additional login information. 
The password field is used to store the password. It will be used during user login. 
Please note that the text data type holds 256 characters while the memo data type 
holds 65,536 characters. 
Field Description Data type 
ID ID number of the Auto number 
registered user (automatically assigns a 
number when record is 
added) 
name Name of the user Text (256 characters) 
ICNo IC number of the user Text 
matricsno Matrics number of the Text 
user 
email Email address of the user Text 
(important for login) 
department The majoring department Text 
of the user 
password User login password 
Text 
registerdate Date of u er registration Date/time 










until TutlO relative tutorial exercises 
Table 4.1 : Students table 
This table will be involved to store grades for each user who have taken the tutorials. 
The access of this table will be during storing grades, reading grades and grade 
update if the user retakes a particular tutorial. 
Things to note : 
ii)The number of tutorial may vary, and can only be determined during the 
implementation phase. 
ChpOX tables (Chapter tables) 
The chapter tables contain information about tutorial questions and answers. There is 
separate tables for separate chapters ( chpO 1 for Chapter 1, chp02 for Chapter 2, etc). 
Field Description Data Type 
ID Question ID Auto.number 
question Question of the chapter Text 
Soll First answer Text 
Sol2 Second answer Text 
Sol3 Third answer Text 
Sol4 Fourth answer Text 
Answer Correct answer Text 









The Administration table in that database(tbladmin) contains the adminID field 
(Autonumber) , admin field(login name), and password field. 
4.5.2 The forum database (forum.mdb) 
This database is contained in the reference section of the project. 
Forums table 
This table contains all the discussion forum topics of the discussion board . It 
contains several fields necessary to store topic information. This table has 4 fields . It 
is accessed when the user enters the discussion forum page of the project, where 
forum topics will be displayed and can be added. In each forum (example : Hardware 
forum, Software forum, Microprocessor forum) lies a list of discussion topics, which 
are parent messages. In these topics (example : "How does the floating point 
arithmetic in the ALU is done?" in the microprocessor forum) contains the messages 
and replies to the messages (example message: How does the floating point 
arithmetic in the ALU is done? 
Fields Description Data type 
forum ID ID number of the forum Long Integer 
forum Title Title of the forum topic Text 
forumDesc Forum topic description Text 










Table 4.3 : Forums table 
Messages table 
This table contains all the messages posted in the discussion board. It contains 10 
fields. This database will be accessed when the user enters a discussion forum, read 
replies , and posts a new message. 
Just imagine that a topic in the discussion forum Microprocessor (How does the ALU 
calculates floating-point arithmetic? - designated Ml) and there are 2 replies to this 
topic (designated M2 and M3). The third reply is a reply to 2°d reply of "How does 
the ALU calculates floating-point arithmetic?" topic (designated M4) . Assume that 
Ml is the only topic discussed in the Microprocessor Forum. 
So, for Ml: 
messageID : 1 
forumID: 3 
threadID: 1 
threadParent : 0 
thread.Level : 1 
ForM2: 
messageID : 2 
foru.mID: 3 
threadID: 1 
- ID of the message 
- ID of the forum ( 3 -Microprocessor forum) 
- refers to the position of this topic message(s) among others 
- parent message 
- refers to the level according to the main topic message 
- ID of the message 
- ID of the forum ( 3 - Microprocessor forum) 










threadParent : 1 
threadLevel : 2 
ForM3: 
messageID : 3 
forumID: 3 
thread.ID: 1 
threadParent : 1 
threadLevel : 3 
ForM4: 
messageID : 4 
forumID: 3 
thread.ID: 1 
threadParent : 3 
threadLevel : 4 
- refers to messageID 1 as the parent message 
- refers to the level according to the main topic message 
- ID of the message 
- ID of the forum ( 3 - Microprocessor forum) 
- refers to the position of this topic message(s) among others 
- refers to messageID 1 as the parent message 
- refers to the level according to the main topic message 
- ID of the message 
- ID of the forum ( 3 - Microprocessor forum) 
- refers to the position of this topic message(s) among others 
- refers to messageID 3 as the parent message 
- refers to the level according to the main topic message 
Fields Description Data type 
messageTD ID of the message Long Integer 
forumID ID of the forum Long integer 
threadID ID of the topic ong integer 










the parent message (a zero 
means it is the parent 
message I topic) 
threadLevel To identify the number of Integer 
the message in the parent 
message/topic. 
MessageAuthor Name of the person who Text 
wrote the message 
MessageAuthorEmail Email address of the Text 
person who wrote the 
message 
messageTimeStamp The posting time and date Date/Time 
of the message 
messageBody Message text Memo 
message Subject Message subject Text 
Table 4.4: Messages table 
The last table is the tblAdmin table , which contains the administration login 
information. It has the ID field (AutnNumber), admin (text, for login name), 
password (text). 
4.5.3 The polling information database (poll.mdb) 










This table stores the amount of votes given for each option of a poll. 
Fields Description Data type 
ID ID of poll Autonumber 
Option I Votes for first option of Number 
poll 
Option2 Votes for second option of Number 
poll 
Option3 Votes for third option of Number 
poll 
Option4 Votes for fourth option of Number 
poll 
Total Total amount of votes Number 
Table 4.5 : Count table 
Ques table 
Question table contains the poll options for the poll questions. 
Fields Description Data type 
ID Poll ID A utonurn ber 
QI Option one of poll Text 
Q2 Option two of poll Text 
Q3 Option three of poll Text 










I Option five of poll I Text 
Table 4.6 : Ques table 
Settings table 
This table contains the presentation and font settings for the poll display. ft has 
settings that include the font color, type and bar color. 
Field Description Data type 
ID ID of poll Autonumber 
barcolor Colour of the bar that Text 
shows the percentage of 
votes of a poll option I 
choice. 
fsize Font size in the poll Text 
fcolor Font colour in the poll Text 
font Font type in the poll Text 
bgcolor Background colour of the Text 
po JI 




















Chapter 5 : Implementation 
5.1 Introduction 
This phase of the software development converts the system requirements and 
designs into program codes. 
5.2 System Implementation 
This phase is divided into 2 section: 
5.2.1 Development Environment 
The development environment can have an impact on the development process of a 
good software system. The hardware and software used in the environment is 
important as it can determine the success of the development process. 
Hardware requirements used 
The following is the hardware used during the implementation of this project : 
• A Pentium 4 1. 7 Ghz system 
• 256RAM 
• 40GB hard disk drive 
Software tools requirements 










Software Tools Description 
Server Microsoft Internet This is a high load web 
Information Services 5.0 server that can handle the 
OR Personal Web Server requirements of this 
project. The same goes to 
the Personal Web Server. 
Operating System Microsoft Windows 2000 
Professional 
Browser Microsoft Internet It is the most widely used 
Explorer 6.0 browser in the market. 
Code source and Microsoft Visual Interdev It is used for the ASP 
modifcation 6.0 code resource. 
HTML editor Microsoft Frontpage 2000 It is a general purpose 
HTML editor that allows 
quick access to HTML 
source codes. 
Image editor Adobe Photoshop 6.0 One of the most widely 
used image editors in the 
market with a lot of tools 
and effects. 
Database management Microsoft Access 2000 It is an easy to handle 
system (DBMS) and configurable DBMS. 











Table 5.1 : Software tools requirements 
5.2.2 System Development 
5.2.2.1 Methodology 
The Waterfall with prototype methodology is being used, so the prototype of the 
project was built to test the requirements. Sections of tutorial , discussion board and 
opinion poll was built and tested before integration. 
5.2.2.2 Coding 
The coding of the website was done primarily with ASP (using VBScript) and 
HTML. The ASP and the HTML codes are used intermittently and are separated 
using the script delimiters. The delimiters not only separate different scripts, but also 
contain lines of script within each pair of them. 
Each pages of script goes through a cycle of testing, modifying and code viewing to 
ensure that the desired result is achieved. 
Visual Basic ActiveX Components 
With Visual Basic, components ranging from code libraries to Automation-enabled 











These components can be deployed in such a way that users will be able to navigate 
transparently between HTML pages and ActiveX documents. ActiveX documents 
that are not installed on users' computers can be automatically downloaded when 
users navigate to them. 
Several features come together to enable you to use ActiveX Documents in this 
fashion, providing installation, navigation and persistence : 
• Internet component download 
• Hyperlink object 
• Menu negotiation 
• PropertyBag 
Visual Basic Data Access Techniques 
Visual Basic is the programming language that has been chosen from a list of 
other languages. Under Visual Basic itself, there are many concepts and t chniques 
can be used to make web-based application. I would like to briefly describe these 
techniques. 











This is the traditional entry point for new database developers and is often used for 
low-volume (and sometimes even high-volume) applications. However, the Data 
control is really best suited for access to desktop database engines like Jet. 
RemoteData Control 
The RemoteData Control (RDC) is the companion to the Data control for remote 
server databases. Although convenient for many applications, it imposes some of the 
same restrictions and lack of control that come with the Data Control. 
DAO (Data Access Object) 
DAO is the first step beyond the data control for most developers. It is a flexible and 
powerful objet model for database application development. Using linked tables or 
SQL Passthrough, developer can accomplish almost all server database tasks. 
It provides flexibility in Microsoft Access Database but contains some 
limitation when accessing non-Microsoft Access files like dBASE, Microsoft FoxPro 
databases and Paradox databases. Using DAO to open a remote database directly can 
be very expensive in time and network resources. 
RDO (Remote Data Object) 
RDO is the remote server equivalent to DAO. lt provides a similar (although not 
identical) object model but is design and optimised to work with inlelligent server 










understand, but it also makes the conversion of programs from PC databases to 
client/ server databases much easier. Beside that, it is small (about 250K), fast, and 
robust. 
Unlike DAO, which is bundled with the Jet engine, RDO does not contain a query 
engine; it expects all query processing to take place on the server. Because RD is 
really just a thin object layer over the ODBC API, it exposes nearly all the 
capabilities of the database server with almost no impact on performance. 
ODBCAPI 
ODBC was designed to be a database independent server-programming interface. 
Cumbersome and complex to work with, it is the data access strategy for the hard- 
core programmer. Despite its difficulties, it might offer a minor performance 
advantage over RDO. 
ODBC Direct 
With the latest release of DAO, Microsoft unbundled the Jet engine from the object 
model. ODBC Direct used the DAO model but sends queries directly through to the 
database server using RDO (and via the RDO proxy by ODBC) bypassing Jet 
entirely. This allows developer to use existing DAO code (with minor modifications) 
but gain the performance benefits ofRDO. The limitations of DAO, however, still 











5.3 Web Development Tools 
Microsoft Frontpage 2000 is used as the primary tool in HTML and ASP editing and 
coding. Eventhough Dreamweaver was used as a secondary editor for code 
verification and reference, code modification and testing occurred in the Frontpagc 
application. Frontpage had a starightforward interface that allowed users to get 
straight to the HTML tags and code with a single mouse click. 
Adobe Photoshop is primarily used for image creation and editing. It has extensive 
tools which allows images to edited and manipulated in various ways. Photoshop was 





















Chapter 6: System Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
System Testing encompasses one of the main phases of the Waterfall with prototype 
methodology. This phase allows the process of the testing and debugging to be done 
in order to detect defects and bugs in the system. Testing is done incrementally with 
system development . 
6.2 Objective 
i)It helps to reveal different classes of errors and does so with minimal time and 
effort. 
ii)It demonstrates if the software functions appear to be working according to 
specification. 
iii)Helps demonstrate that behavioral and performance requirements are met. 
Testing cannot show the absence of errors and defects, it can only show that software 
errors and defects are present. 
6.3 Characteristics of testing 
Testing was done with the following general characteristics : 
i)begins at lowest module level, where testing is done and testing continues 
outwards, to higher levels and towards the integration of the entire system. 
ii)different testing techniques are done at different point of project 
iii)Testing and debugging are two different activities, but debugging must be 










6.4 Unit testing 
Unit testing focuses on verification efforts on the smallest units of software design 
which is the software component or module. All important control paths is to be 
tested , to enable errors to be uncovered within the boundary of the module. 
Module interface is tested to ensure proper information flow into and out of the 
program unit under test. Data integrity should be tested in all processes and task 
execution to ensure that integrity of data is maintained. Boundary conditions of 
modules should be tested to ensure modules operate properly at established limits. 
Independent paths are exercised to ensure all statements are executed at least once. 
Error handling methods are important components , so testing should also encompass 
them , which gurrantees proper handling of incorrect data types and exceptions. 
6.4.1 Areas tested 
Boundary value analysis 
This testing ensures modules operate properly at boundaries established to limit and 
restrict processing. 
Error handling paths 
Modules execute error procedures when error occur. Testing should be done to 










All possible independent paths executed 
Such testing ensures control structures are implemented properly. 
6.5 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing program structure at the 
same time conducting tests to ensure errors in the interface are uncovered. Unite 
tested components are taken and constructed to the program structure dictated by the 
design specification. Interfaces are tested to see if they are arranged correctly. 
6.5.1 Approach to Integration Testing 
Incremental integration strategy 
Testing occurs at contruction and testing at smaJI increments where errors are easier 
to isolate and correct. Interfaces are tested completely, where the test approach is 
systematic. 
Bottom-up approach integration 
Construction and testing of modules are done at the lowest levels of a system, 
moving upwards to higher level modules after lower levels are error free. 
Regression 
Re-execution of some subset of tests that has been conducted to ensure recent 











6.6 Validation Testing (Acceptance testing) 
Validation (or acceptance) testing is the final series of tests where software 
validation is done through a series of black-box tests that demonstrate conformity 
with stated requirements. This is done after integration testing is done, project has 
been assembled completely as a package, and all interfacing errors arc uncovered and 
corrected. 
Test plans outlines the classes of tests that has to be done and specific test cases that 
will be used to uncover errors in conformity with requirements. 
The plan ensures : 
i)All functional requirements are satisfied 
ii)All behavioral characteristics are achieved 
iii)All performance requirements are achieved 
iv )Documentation is correct 
v)Other requirements (error recovery, maintainability, compatibility) are met 
6.6.1 Alpha and Beta testing 
These tests are carried out to uncover errors that end users are able to find. Alpha 
testing is conducted at the developers site by an end-user in a control led 
environment. Beta testing is conducted at one or more customers sites by the end- 










6.7 System Testing 
System testing is a series of different tests designed to fully exercise the software 
system to uncover it's limitations and measure it's capabilities. 
Objectives of system testing are to test an integrated system and to verify that it 
meets the specified requirements. 
6. 7.1 Types of system testing 
Several types of system testing is done : 
i)Recovery testing 
It is a system test that forces the system to fail in variety of ways and see that 
recovery is properly performed. If recovery is automatic, then reinitialization , 
checkpointing mechanisms , data recovery , and restart are evaluated for correctness. 
If recovery requires human intervention, mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) is evaluated 
to determine whether it is within acceptable range. 
ii)Security testing 
This testing attempts to verify that protection mechanisms built into the system will 
protect it from improper penetration. 
iii)Performance testing 
This test tests the run-time performance of the software in the integrated system. It 























Chapter 7 : System Evaluation and Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
This project development presented itself with several problems that tested my 
knowledge and experience. These problems were solved through research and study 
from various sources such as the Internet, technical books and peers. Throughout this 
project , I have also learnt of various technology and programming concepts that 
helped me in the implementation of the project. 
7.2 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
The world oflT is ever-changing, as well as the World Wide Web. This means that 
the technology and the software used are constantly updating and improving. In other 
words , a knowledge or skill gained on a certain scope of computer science may 
become obsolete in a short time. One good example is the .NET platform created by 
Microsoft. It utilizes ASP.NET and C# programming language to enhance the web 
development of enterprise-scale sites. 
This section describes the problems encountered during first phase of the final year 
project. The following describes the problems and solutions of the system 
development. 
The following are the problems encountered and it's solution: 










It is critical to choose the proper tools and coding medium for the project as it can 
decide the proper outcome of the project. Various views and sources were seeked for 
the purpose of finding out the best tools , such as faculty peers , my supervisor and 
my seniors. Research was also done to establish features of tools and coding medium 
that might help in developing the project. However, there was several choices for 
every aspect of tools and coding medium. For example, there was several HTML 
editors that was adequete for the HTML scripting such as Microsoft Frontpage, 
Macromedia Dreamweaver and Visual Interdev. All of them were impressive HTML 
editors with their own unique features and advantages. However, Frontpage was 
chosen since it allowed easier code editing and creation, and I was very familiar and 
comfotable with the user interface. 
II) Lack of knowledge in ASP and VB Script 
This problem posed a serious drawback in the project development. There was 
uncertainty in the matter of code organization and in terms of learning how to code in 
ASP, since I had no background knowledge in ASP. I also had no good grasp in 
VBScript, which forms the backbone of the Active Server Pages. Leaming scripting 
languages such as VBScript and JavaScript is quite time-consuming task. A great 
deal of time has been spent on learning the implementation of the system, such as 
learning the scripting language, editing and learning the basic codes, database 
implementation and creation, user interface design and so on. 
Coding languages and standards are followed upon by referring technical books and 
articles on the Internet. E-books from the Internet and CD-ROMs also help in 









Proper coding is also learned by examples on the Internet (downloading and 
reviewing source codes). Codes are tried through trial-and-error and are corrected 
with debugging tools .. It took time to learn and understand the coding concepts of 
ASP , but it was a wise move as it helped me to better implement the requirements of 
the project. Discussion with peers and source codes from the Net helped me improve 
the my knowledge and functionality of the project web site. 
III) Difficulty in configuring the Internet Information Service (ITS) 5.0 
I experienced difficulties in configuring and setting web site properties for the 
project web site. This web server was giving problems accessing ASP pages that 
alter database content , as there was a setting called Application Protection that 
interfered with the functionality of the project content protection. The problem was 
only isolated when I went through the discussion boards on several programming 
web sites and IIS technical books. 
IV) Difficulty in acquiring the proper software 
Acquiring the proper application software was also a problem as the programs are 
commercial software and requires trips to the faculty to use them in the computer 
labs. 
V) Difficulty in obtaining reference material 
Acquiring the appropriate books and printed material for the subjects was tough as 
the library was closed for maintenance and repair during the period of m project. I 










7.3 System Strengths 
The following are the project system strength: 
i)User friendly Interface 
The interface for users of the project is made in a way that all the pages has at lea t 
one link that leads to the external area of that page. The main pages of each section 
of the project has extensive navigation links in terms of text links in I out of tables. 
There is also text links at the footer of most of the pages to accommodate quick 
navigation and for text-based browsers (if there are anyone using it, etc Lynx). 
ii)Easy to use website 
The project site is made to be easy for the user to navigate and view the pages. It 
should be noted that the pages are made to be printer-friendly, and does not contain 
unnecessary graphics to allow quick download for slower bandwidth users. 
iii) Database - based web site 
The databases used in the project has many purposes. The tutorial database contains 
questions , answers and user login and access details , and it is critical in the function 
of tutorial section. The forum database keeps messages , author , email and forum 
details of the discussion board. The poll database is integral in running the opinion 
poll. There are 3 databases running in this project. 










The administrators pages are made sure that the administrator with the password is 
the only person that can enter the admin pages. 
v) Fast response time for document retrieval 
As stated before, the documents are made in smallest size possible to enable quick 
document retrieval . 
vi) System transparency 
The system is designed so that end users do not need to know the workings of the 
system. End users need only to refer to the user manual to find out how to use the 
facilities of the web site. They do not need to know the physical and logical locations 
of the site, databases, web pages, and other technical details of the site. 
7.4 System Limitations 
The fol1owing are the system limitation of the project : 
i)Lack of firewall 
A firewall is a software or hardware that secure data from being acce ed out ide the 
network and that can also prevent data from leaving the network through an inside 
source. Firewalls can: 
• All access and traffic goes through the firewall , which define a ingle 
choke point that keeps unauthorised user out of the protected network, thu 
provides protection from various kinds of lP poofing (intruder using 
duplicate fP addre to gain inf rrnati n meant for the computer with the> 









simplifies security management as security capabilities are done on a single 
system I a set of systems. 
• Monitor security-related events , which allows for implementation of auditing 
and alarms. 
• Also function as a network address translator , which maps local addresses 
into Internet addresses and a network management function that audits/ I gs 
Internet activity. 
7.5 Future Tasks 
The following are the future tasks that can be done to improve the project: 
i)More Administration tasks I capability 
Additional administration functions should be added to the web site sections to allow 
better management and administrative control over the site. 
ii) Firewall implementation 
The implementation of a firewall would ensure secure connections and av id 
intrusion of unauthorised third parties, thus protecting private and confidential 
information. Firewalls are able to accept , reject and filter connections from an 
external network. Firewalls can also trace the ourc of all tran mi ions. •irewall 
can be instaJled in a central computer, which functions a a centralized security 
service. 










The project can be further improved by making it available in various languages 
including Bahasa Melayu. Users will be able to view the site in a language they are 
comfortable with , with a click of a button. This would allow the site to reach a wider 
audience globally. 
The site can be improved be adding a more advanced error detection I recovery 
mechanisms. 
7.6 Conclusion 
The online reference and tutorial for the microprocessor was a project that was 
inspired by the fact that web sites usually has content that does not cover all types of 
users, whether they are beginners or experts in the field. With this fact in mind, a lot 
of effort was put into the documentation of this report as various pha e of the 
development required different kinds of information. fforts are already into the 
implementation phase as ASP and JavaScript source codes are being gathered to 
develop the discussion board , opinion poll and for the user interface design 
enhancements. 
7.7 Technical knowledge 
As such , throughout this semester , various preparation ha been done in term of 









Scripting languages such as VBScript, JavaScript, and Active Server Pages were 
studied to acquire a better understanding of the mechanism and the coding of the 
those languages. Application programs such as Macromedia Flash, Swish, Adobe 
Photoshop, and Macromedia Dreamweaver was also used to get myself familiarized 
to the interface, features and the tools that the programs offer. 
Latest technologies such as ASP.NET and C# seems to pave the way for future Web 
commerce. These technologies are still new and requires time to be proven as an 
industrial-proven programming and scripting languages. Examples of such proven 
languages are C, C++, ASP and COBOL. 
7.8 Non-technical knowledge 
Other than acquiring skills, there are other aspects of the project which is also 
important. During this project, I have learned that tasks should not be delayed , a if 
it happens, the amount of tasks would pile up and there would a lot of task to be 
done at a very short time. It is advisable to complete the tasks according to schedule. 
I have also learned time management skills during the writing of this proposal. I 
believe time management is important as it helps to complete the ta k at the given 
time. It also helps to divide the time I have to implement the neces ary activities in 
my daily life, including allocating time to study and create the proposal f thi 
project, as well as to spend time learning related skills and application program . 
Time-management is also important in real-life working envir nment a, deadlines 
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ID 0 Task Name Duretlon Start Finish 
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!Iser Feedback Form 
Online Reference And Tutorial for Microprocessor subject 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
University of Malaya 
fu'stem Evaluation Form 
1) How do you find the performance of this system? 
a) Excellent b) Good c) Fair d) Poor 
2) Do you find this system useful? 
a) Yes b) Fairly c) No d) Don't know yet 
3) Would you use this system, if it was rolled out? 
a) Yes b) No c) Don't know 
4) How does the links facilitate your navigation? 
a) Greatly b) Fairly c) Poorly 
5) Is the system interface user-friendly? 
a) Yes b) No c) Fairly 
6) Are the system instructions clear ? 
a) Yes b) No c) Fairly 
7) Is the system response time acceptable? 
a) Yes b) No 
8) Do you intend to introduce this system to your friends? 
a) Yes b) No c)Don't know yet 
9) In your opinion , what are the future enhancements needed ? 









11) Does the system help you in your studies and improve your knowledge, or do 
you prefer the traditional book approach? Explain. 
12) If it was possible to improve the user interface I experience of this system , 
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Online Reference and Tutorial for microprocessor subject 
WELCOME 
Welcome to the Online Reference and Tutorial for microprocessor subject website. 
This system is designed to be an online learning system for the students of Faculty Of 
Computer Science and Information Technology, University of Malaya. It is easy to 
learn and use. All the functions of this system can be executed by a simple point and 
click. 
About this manual 
This user manual is designed to guide you through all the functions of the system. 
This manual is mainly divided into two sections: 
• Administration section 









Conventions and Terminology 
To help interpret and locate information easily, this manual constantly uses 
typographic notations. This conventions are as follows : 
Notation Representation 
ITALIC Anything must be typed in exactly as it appears. Example : if 
you were to type http://www.yahoo.com, type exactly like 
so. 
[Button] Indicates a button/link in the system. 
DB Short form for Database 
mp Short form for microprocessor 
OS Short form for Operating System 
ORT Short form for Online Reference and Tutorial for 
microprocessor subject 
Nav bar Used to describe the navigational links located below the 
title image on most of the pages. Refer to Chapter 2: etting 









CHAPTER 1 : HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
Hardware requirements 
The following are the hardware requirements for the user system : 
• A Pentium 1 processor system or above 
• Minimum of 16MB (in a Windows 95 OS) or 32MB (in a Windows 95/ 8 
OS) or higher 
• Modem I NIC connected to the Internet 
• Keyboard and mouse as input devices 
• Monitor as visual output device 
Software requirements 
The following are the software requirements needed to run the system : 
• Microsoft Windows 95 I 98 I NT 4.0 I ME I XP I 2000 
• Microsoft Internet xplorer 5.0 or above 
• Adobe Acrobat 4.0 or above 









CHAPTER 2 : GETTING STARTED 
The ORT is not like a software system that requires installation process before 
running it. ORT is a web application that can be accessed from the Internet by typing 
the address of the site in the address bar of your favorite browser. Before you access 
the ORT site make sure your system fulfills the minimum hardware and software 
requirements as stated in the previous chapter. 
2.1 Starting ORT 
To use ORT, first, just start the web browser. Second, in the address bar, type the 
web site address of the ORT and press Enter, to access the ORT site. 
A successful connection will cause the Web browser to display the index page (main 
page) of ORT , as displayed in Figure 2 .1. 
Please take note that every page has links on the top or the bottom of each page for 
the user's convenience. The navigational Jinks (or nav bar) is located on most of the 
pages, as displayed in Figure 2.1 , just below the main title image. There is al text 
links at the bottom of each page for the user's convenience. 
Also take note that most pages are made to be printer-friendly , which mean u er 
can save the pages using the browser's Save As option on the File menu, and view 










University of Malaya Faculty of Computer Science & Information Technology 
Online Reference 
& Tutorial 
for microprocessor subject 
Reference Tutoria.l Info & news Oise. board 
Opinion 
polls Search Links Site map Feedback He 
Discussion board Featured articles 
Latest topics: Pentium 4 2Ghz Review 
Number of transistors in 
Pentium4 
I admit that I wish Intel had not changed to Socket 478 from 
the Socket 423; but I can certainly understand why they 
wanted to switch - the new processor is t:inyl 
What is a register? 
Actually it was quite impressive to see that small (for a 
processor) chip with that many pins on it and it was even 
more impressive when I compared the site of the processor 
tr. th• mr~i:: h•<>to;nt,. thQt ;o Q~ r- i.. .. ,.i tr. ;. 
Older processors 
• I 
Figure 2 .1.1 : Main page of ORT 
Within this main page , you can : 
i) Log in to the tutorial section and try out the tutorials (if you are registered) 
ii) Join in the discussion board and discuss mp related issues 
iii) Take part in the opinion polls and see the votes 
iv) Go to the Reference section and view the notes and article text 
v) Go to the Info & news and get to know th mi ropr ces or technical data and it's 
latest news 









2.2 Installing Adobe Acrobat 
The Adobe Acrobat Reader program is needed to view certain documents in this site. 
Users are advised to install them before browsing the site. Figure 2.2.1 show the 
installation procedure of Adobe Acrobat 4.05. 
Setup wil tnt~ A01obat Reader 4.05 in tho loll<Mi'IQ loldor. 
To inst al to this folder. click N e><t 
To lnstel too different folder. cick Browse end select !ll'lolher 
folder. 
You can choose not to instell Acrobat Beeder 4.re by cffeking 
Cancel lo eKil Setup. 
[ 
Delllinatlon Folder 
D:\Program Filei\Adobe\Acrobat 4 0 ~ .. Jj 
Figure 2.2.1 : Adobe Acrobat installation procedure 
The installation procedure would ask where to store the program files. Make ure you 
choose the appropriate area I directory. Click [Ne t] t pr ce d t the file copying. 









CHAPTER 3 : USER SECTION 
3.1 Reference Section 
The reference section is the section where all the subject information and articles are 
located. 
To go to the Reference section, first click [Reference] on the main page. The 
subjects page will appear, as displayed in Figure 3.1. l 
Online Reference 
& Tutorial 
for microprocessor subject 
s uh j ec ts ~ES 2107 • Principles or Microprocessors 
I Referencs JB Info & news ._D_isc_. b_o_er_.d . _O ..... ~~-~:~_n__,BBI Sitemep II Feedbeck I~ 




Figure 3.1.1 : Subjects page 
The subjects page shows all the subjects related t the micr proce sor. lick n the 











for microprocessor subject 
The following are tm chapter li~t.ing for 
I Reference II Tutorial j 1n1o & news ._D_isc_. _bo_a_rd·~O-'-~-~~-:~_n _.BBi Sltomep II Foodbeck IG 
WRES 2107 : Principles of Microprocessor (Prinsip Mikropemproses) 
NOTE: The chapter pages are made to be pn·nter:friendly 
Chapter 1 - 
Introduction 
lntrocluctlon - The microprocessor ege 
The microprocessor based personal computer system 
The microprocessor 
Short notes 
Chapter 2 CPU Oper~lon Short notes 
Figure 3.1.2 : Subject chapter listing 
Each chapter contains chapter articles that user can choose to view. Please take note 
that every page has links on the top or the bottom of each page for the user's 
convenience. It is unnecessary to use the Back I Forward button of the browser to 
navigate this site. 
3.2 Info & news section 
The information and news section is the section that contain the news and 











The user interface for the pages of these sections are quite straight-forward. Users can 
browse through the section by choosing the desired links and navigate the section 
using the navigation links at the bottom or the top of the page. It is unnecessary to use 
the Back I Forward button of the browser to navigate this site. 
This section contains articles that require Adobe Acrobat 4.0 or above. Make sure the 
program is installed. 
3.3 Tutorial section 
3.3.1 Login page 
The tutorial section contains all the tutorials that registered users can try out to test 
their knowledge about the subjects. 
Online Reference 
& Tutorial 
for microprocessor subject 
Opinion 
polls Info B. news Disc. bo rd s o.rch Unka Sit map F edbock Reference Tutoriol 
Please enter your metrics number and your p ssword 
I ogin j Resat j 
lf you haven't registered , please go to the ._I R-=---'1(111-'j 
~ J 











Enter the tutorial section by clicking the [Tutorial] in the nav bar. The login page will 
show up, where you have to enter the login details ( matrics number and password). If 
you haven't registered your details and login information, or you are a new user 
please click [Registration] below the login box. If you have registered, or have 
registered before, just enter the login details in the appropriate text boxes and click 
[Login]. Click [Reset] to clear and fill in the details again. 
3.3.2 Registration 




for microprocessor subject 
Registration of new students for Tutorial Section 
Name 
IC No. 
(enter with no dash, as in · 
800108086033) 
Matrics No. 
(make sure it is correct, 





Figure 3.3.2 : Tutorial Registrati n page 
The Registration page must be fully filled, r me age b xe will appear and al ert ou 
and inappropriate detail or omitted detail . After e erythin 111 d just li k 









you want to fill the form all over again. A success page will appear if your registration 
is successful. Click the link on that success page to go back to the main page. 
3.3.3 Tutorial Area 
The tutorial area contains the listing of tutorials according to subject. Figure 3.3.3 
shows the Tutorial Area. 
Online Reference 
& Tutorial 
for microprocessor subject 
Reference EJl1nfo & newsl .... o_is_c._bo_o_rd_,,__-'o;_~n_,;~_"__,BEJI Silemop II Feedbock I~ 




WRES 2107: Principles of Microprocessor (Prinsip Mikropernproscs) 
Tutorlel 1 Tutorh!ll 2 Tutorlllll 3 Tutorlol 4 TIJ!orltll S 
Tutorlal 6 Tutorlol 7 Tutorlllll e Tutorlol Tutor! 10 
Figure 3.3.3 : Tutorial Area page 
Users can choose and answer tutorials from thi Ii t . The tutorial questions are 
objective and are very straight forward. e the an wer Ci r every 
question and click [Submit]. A page will appear that h w the correct an wer and 









Users can also find out their tutorial grades by clicking the 'View your grades' link 
near the Welcome text. Thus, users can find out their previous tutorial grades and find 
out which tutorials are not tried. 
3.4 Discussion board section 
The discussion board allows students to post and reply questions concerning lT 
related subjects. To access this section, just click [Disc. Board]. Figure 3.4.1 shows 
the Discussion Board page. 
Online Reference 
& Tutorial 
for microprocessor subject 
Discussion Board 
httel -- Any discussion about Intel microprocessors (2 messages) 
The lWJllberoftra1~btors lnPentlUJ1l4 by Ye/an at 1/1812003 2:33:07 AM (I replies) 
Microprocessors -- All about general microprocessor ques 
Hardware -- Hardware related ques 
AMD -- U got a AMD Athlon 7 
Post a New Message to ltt.181 
Post a New Forum 
Administration 
Figure 3.4.1 : Discussion Board page 
This page shows the forums available, with forum detail uch a descripti n , 
amount of messages, and amount f replie . Ii k on one of the forum and additional 
information such as amount of me age , and am unt or r pli ' will a1 p ar. u un 









Users can view messages in the forum by clicking presented message titles of the 
highlighted forum. Users can also post new forums. 
3.4.1 Posting a new message 
To post a new message, click the forum you want to post the message and press (Post 




Post Messoge I 
Discussion Board 
Post a new message 
Name: 
E-mail: (optional) ;..__ _ 
Back to the Folder 
Figure 3.4.2 : Post a new Message Page 
FilJ in the appropriate details, type in them age, and click [P t Me age] to po t 









3.4.2 Replying a posted message 
Click on the message you want to reply. The message will be viewed, with several 
available options. Users can browse through other messages in the forum by looking 
at the folder listing at the bottom of the view page. There is also two link options , 
[Back to folder] and [Post a reply]. 
Click [Post a reply] and the new message page will appear. Fill in the details, type in 
the message and click [Post message]. 
Tools 
J .J-iB~~-T .+ .• .. ~Favon.t:s 




Date: 1/18/2003 2:33:07 AM 
Subf~ct: The number of transistors in Pentium 4 
Me"alr': How many transistors are there in a Pentium 4 
processor? 
Post a Reply 
Back to the Folder 
Intel -- Any discussion about Intel microprocessors 
> -n;; number oftraMfstom In Pe11t1Wll 4 by J"clem C:l at 111812003 2:33:07 AM 
fi!JR.e:Thuwnl>eroflralwlstonbi.Peatlu:m.4 by Vicky c:lat 1/18r.1003l.3.5:31AM 
i'J Done 
i'1stert 11 Md Cf »II (J.JG: ... j!)M-. aM ... (&i. '" \IS... (lJML .. 
rrr ll"(erMt 
1-t (:)'lPIEBIDti>rnl 01:22 
Figure 3.4.3: Message viewing page 
3.5 Opinion poll 
The opinion poll allows u ers to ote: on .rtain poll [uc ti n s.Thc I 11 .cti n 












The search page allows the user to search the site for a particular content. Click 
[Search] to go to the Search page. Type in the search keyword in the Search textbox 
and press [Search]. Press [Reset] to clear the textbox. The search result will show the 
list of pages that contains the keyword typed in by the user. User can pick the pages in 
the list and read the page. 
3.7 Sitemap 
This section contains all the links of this site, grouped hierarchically under each 










CHAPTER 4 : ADMINISTRATION SECTION 
4.1 Discussion board administration 
The discussion board contains a separate set of pages meant for managing the 
discussion board. 
To access these pages, click the [Disc. board] in the main page and then click 
[Administration] in the discussion board page. The admin login page will appear. 
Enter the administrator login details and press [Login]. The discussion board 




for microprocessor subject 
JLogout I 
Dis cuss ion F arums (Administration) 
Intel -- Any discussion about Intel microprocessors Delete Forum (2 messages) 
• Tlte 1tumbe1· o('lr.u1slstors ln Pentium 4 by Jlelan et 1/18120031:33:07 AM (1 repliu) 
Microprocessors -- All about general microprocessor ques Delete Forum 
CJ Hardware -- Hardware related ques Delete Forum 
AMD -- U got a A.MD Athlon ? Delete Forum 
Post a New Message to In.lei 
Post a New Forum 
Change password 









4.1.1 Delete forum 
To delete a forum, just click [Delete forum] beside the forum you want to delete. The 
deletion confirmation page will appear. Confirm to delete the forum. 
4.1.2 Message management 
To edit a specific message, click the message in the highlighted forum. The forum 




Date: 112112003 2:59:25 AM 
Subj~cr: The number of transistors in P4 chip 
MeJsag<11: The number of transistor in P4 core - 42 million? 
PoJta&plv 
Back to t!w F'ol@r 
Intel -- Any discussion about Intel microprocessors Delete Forum 
> The number oftraMbton bt P4 chJp by l'c/a11 D llt 1121/2003 2:59:2' AM 
[iJl Re: The number oftn.nsistors in. P4 chJp by Azhar SJ.iah Cl IL lr.11/2003 300:'.lJ AM 
Figure 4.2: Message Management page 
This page allows the administrator t po ta repl , d lete the me age and m dify the 











To post a reply, click [Post a Reply). A Post a Message page will appear. Fill in the 
details and message content and press [Post Message]. [Reset] will clear the forms. 
To delete the current message, click [Delete Message) . The message will be deleted 
immediately. 
To modify the message, click [Modify Message]. The Message Modification page 
will appear, containing a text area that has the original message. Edit the message 
inside the text area, and click [Modify] to change the message. If you do not want to 
make any changes, do not change the message and click [Back to the folder]. 
4.1.3 Password change 
To change the password , click [Change Password] in the Discussion Board - 
Administration page. The Password Change page will appear. Write the new 
passwords and click [Update]. 
4.1.4 Logoff 
To logoff, just click [Legoff] at the upper left side of the Discussion Board 
Administration page , below the title image. 
4.2 Opinion poll Administration (OPA) 
The OPA can be accessed by clicking [ pinion polls] in the main page and 
[Administration] in the opinion poll pag . Th· PI\ page ontains the d •tail and 











The administrator can set these setting at the OP A by filling the forms: 
i)Poll question 
ii)Poll answers 
iii)Font size, color, and type 
iv)Background and bar color 
Un
ive
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